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Motivation: Hierarchy is everywhere. How can we
model it using symbolic regression?
Given a hidden hierarchical system with N state
variables ( v1, v2, …, vN ) and K inputs (s1, s2, …, sK)
Symbolic regression will return a set of fat
expressions:
v3 = v2 * (s1 – s2)

Experimental results (10 min. run-time budget)
Binary Systems

`

v2 = s3 * s4
v1 = s1 – s2

More variables -> Less intelligible models

Our method : Build variable (functional) dependency graphs based on symbolic regression
`

From data to hierarchy: the naive approach

Our hypotheses:

Three-layered Systems

- the naive approach does not guarantee discovery of hierarchy
- low prediction error does not necessarily mean that the
correct topology is captured
- If you want to capture hierarchy, you need to explicitly seek
hierarchy
No constraints on the topology during modeling

The hierarchical approach
- bottom-up approach of extracting functional relationships in the
data in an iterative manner
- at the beginning, only the stimuli (input) variables are included in
the set of independent variables
Until all state variables are modeled:
- at each epoch, the state variable that is best explained by a
subset of the current independent variables is selected
- these independent variables are removed from the set of
independent variables and the selected state variable is added
instead
- the identifed functional relationship is marked on the adjacency
matrix

Conclusions

- for binary systems, the hierarchical approaches continue to outperform the naive approach as
the layers of hierarchy in the hidden target system increases
- for three-layer hierarchical hidden target systems, the hierarchical approach outperforms the
naive approach until arity=5
- the diffculty of scaling (all three approaches) to hierarchical systems with higher arity is due
to the inherent issue of feature selection in symbolic regression (being studied separately)
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